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101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 Einige Word-Funktionen k'nnen in Google Docs nicht angezeigt werden und wer Den bei enderungen entferntDetails anzeigenLetzte Anderungen anzeigen Sort by recommended product name A-Ya Bestseller 125 of 386 Spotlight Products and Services™ microscope systems designed to solve the challenges of an expanding laboratory by obtaining high-quality reproducible data from different types of samples. Spotlight includes intelligent technology and ease of operation to take on today's challenges and those that are to come.
Biodiesel FT-IR FAME consists of a borderline™ FT-IR spectrometer, UATR or HATR accessory and Spectrum 10™-configured biodiesel analysis of FAME (methylester fatty acids) using ASTM D7371-07 and EN 14078:2003. From routine identification and verification to advanced research applications, you need the
performance and flexibility to quickly, confidently and cost-effectively analyze a wide range of samples. The PerkinElmer Spectrum 3™ FT-IR spectrometer provides sampling flexibility and performance in medium, near and far infrared ranges with a single tool to promote research and development of new products in
academia, chemicals, polymers and pharmaceuticals. The highly customizable platform provides reliable, consistent, and unpretentious work over the years of service. Reduce the compliance burden of the Spectrum Two pharmaceutical system™ and benefit from rapid and easy analysis. Spotlight ™ IR Microscope
Systems are designed to solve the challenges of an expanding laboratory by obtaining high-quality reproducible data from different types of samples. Spotlight 400 FT-IR visualization combines high sensitivity and quick visualization with ease of use. The ability to quickly image large sample sites with high spatial resolution
expands FT-IR microscopy into new applications. Spectrum Two N™ a high performance but reliable and transportable FT-NIR system platform that allows simple and reliable NIR analysis. It is an ideal system for laboratories that must combine high performance with ease of use of portable tool functions, allowing users
with different levels of knowledge, from beginners to experienced professionals, to have long-term experience with it. This Spectrum Two system measures hydrocarbons in water or soil and everything you need to analyze samples to meet a number of industry standards, including the ASTM D7066. Choose the Frontier
range™ Fourier Transform spectrometers for superior spectroscopic performance in demanding demanding Powerful and adaptable, Frontier meets all your current analysis needs and can be expanded as your research goals evolve. Exceptional signal-to-noise ratio and photometric performance provide optimal spectral
quality to ensure best-in-class sensitivity. This customizable platform provides reliable and consistent work throughout the years of service. Choose the Frontier range™ Fourier Transform spectrometers for superior spectroscopic performance in demanding applications. Powerful and adaptable, Frontier meets all your
current analysis needs and can be expanded as your research goals evolve. Exceptional signal-to-noise ratio and photometric performance provide optimal spectral quality to ensure best-in-class sensitivity. This customizable platform provides reliable and consistent work throughout the years of service. Spotlight ™ IR
Microscope Systems are designed to solve the challenges of an expanding laboratory by obtaining high-quality reproducible data from different types of samples. Spotlight 400N FT-NIR's visualization system combines high sensitivity and quick visualization with ease of use. The ability to quickly image large sample areas
with high spatial resolution expands FT-NIR microscopy into new applications. Spotlight 200i FTIR Microscope System is a high-performance microscopy designed to produce high-quality playable data from different types of samples. The ready-to-work In-Service lubricants analysis system provides everything you need to
analyze samples by industry standards, following the ASTM and JOAP methodology. Remarkably easy to use, you can be sure of creating a consistent spectrum quality. Easy, fast and compatible testing of nutraceutical materials is surprisingly simple with Spectrum Two™ and Nutraceuticals q/C Resource Pack. A
complete set of documents simplifies compliance with the strict requirements of the pharmacopeia. Choose the Frontier range™ Fourier Transform spectrometers for superior spectroscopic performance in demanding applications. Powerful and adaptable, Frontier meets all your current analysis needs and can be
expanded as your research goals evolve. Exceptional signal-to-noise ratio and photometric performance provide optimal spectral quality to ensure best-in-class sensitivity. This customizable platform provides reliable and consistent work throughout the years of service. Easy to use, powerful, compact and reliable Spectrum Two™ is the FT-IR spectrometer of choice for everyone, everywhere. With a fully integrated, reliable all-round sample for the free and portability options, Spectrum Two is ideal for use in both laboratory and remote testing environments. Perfect for day-to-day analysis, you can confidently perform a quick,
accurate infrac analysis and ensure the quality of your materials across a wide range of applications. Choose Spectrum Two, which combines a powerful industrial-class touchscreen with a cloud connection to offer you the most The High Performance Spectrum ™ Spectrometer combined with the Educational Resources
Package provides a truly comprehensive solution for students and researchers alike. This ready-to-use fuel analysis system provides everything you need to analyze samples by industry standards, following the ASTM and EN methodology. Compact, reliable and fully transportable samples can be launched on Spectrum
Two, either in the laboratory or in the field. MilkGuard™ Milk Powder Analyzer uses advanced algorithms to test known and unknown economic adulterers in dry milk, and performs the same rapid measurements that are commonly used to monitor protein, moisture and fat today. With the ™ of the frontier niR platform, you
can expect to work reliably and consistently over many years of service. Accurate verification of the identity, quality and composition of polymers and their blends used in food packaging, construction and automotive is essential for the development of new products and the quality of finished products. PerkinElmer's
Polymer ID Analyzer is a compact and easy-to-use solution designed to simplify and accelerate polymer analysis. Quickly and confidently identify unknown polymer samples, determine the composition of mixtures and check the quality. Feed, food and grain processing plants around the world need rapid, accurate and
reliable analysis to monitor the quality of incoming raw materials and finished products. PerkinElmer FT 9700™ is a compact, high performance, full range wavelength Fourier Transform Near Infrared (FT-NIR) touch-sensitive spectrometer and low-maintenance design, ideal for food and agricultural product analysis.
Choose the Frontier range™ Fourier Transform spectrometers for superior spectroscopic performance in demanding applications. Powerful and adaptable, Frontier meets all your current analysis needs and can be expanded as your research goals evolve. Exceptional signal-to-noise ratio and photometric performance
provide optimal spectral quality to ensure best-in-class sensitivity. This customizable platform provides reliable and consistent work throughout the years of service. Choose the Frontier range™ Fourier Transform spectrometers for superior spectroscopic performance in demanding applications. Powerful and adaptable,
Frontier meets all your current analysis needs and can be expanded as your research goals evolve. Exceptional signal-to-noise ratio and photometric performance provide optimal spectral quality to ensure best-in-class sensitivity. This customizable platform provides a robust and consistent work on years of service. This
pre-assembled sealed liquid cell is a rectangular cell with calcium fluoride windows and has a path length of 0.1 mm. The syringe with Plunger is a replacement or spare part for the Spectrum OilExpress auto-camera. Its voluminous capacity is 10 ml. This pre-assembled sealed liquid cell is a rectangular rectangular with
potassium bromide windows and has a length of 0.5 mm of path. Length. perkin elmer spectrum one ftir manual. perkin elmer spectrum one ftir user manual. perkin elmer spectrum one ftir spectrometer manual
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